GATIEN and FRANÇOIS LALONDE §1. Introduction. Given a closed Lagrangian submanifold L of a symplectic manifold (M, ω), we consider the moduli space of J -holomorphic cylinders u with boundary in L which belong to a given free homotopy class α ∈ [C, ∂C; M, L]. Actually, we are interested in the cases (M, L, α) for which the moduli space of Fredholm-regular unparametrised J -holomorphic cylinders reduces to an isolated family containing an odd number of elements (a single one, for instance). If, say, the manifold contains no holomorphic spheres and if the two boundary components of the cylinder are mapped to two disjoint components L 0 , L 1 of L, then an argument similar to the one used by Hofer and Viterbo in [HV2] (or by Gromov in [G]) shows the existence of a periodic orbit of any Hamiltonian that separates L 0 from L 1 (i.e., reaches on L 1 a minimum value larger than its maximum value on L 0 ), at least when the growth at infinity of H is controlled (in case the manifold M is noncompact) and when holomorphic discs with boundary in L can be avoided. The idea is to perturb the equation
noncompactness of the space of conformal structures of C.
We begin by describing this approach as it applies to cotangent bundles of manifolds V belonging to the following class. Consider a closed Riemannian manifold W with a flat metric g and the product Riemannian manifold ([0, 1] × W, dt 2 ⊕ g). Identify the ends {0} × W, {1} × W using an isometry ι of (W, g) . Let p be a fixed point of ι, and assume that the geodesic γ 0 = [0, 1] × {p}/ι of V = [0, 1] × W/ι is the only one in its free homotopy class. Note that this is automatically the case if ι is an involution whose fixed points are all isolated (we prove this assertion in §2.2). The unit tangent vector field along γ 0 can be extended to the vector field ∂/∂t over all V . The flat metric identifies the tangent bundle of V to its cotangent bundle. Using this identification implicitly, we get two Lagrangian submanifolds, the zero section L 0 and the Lagrangian submanifold L 1 that is given as the graph of the vector field ∂/∂t. Because the geodesic property of γ 0 in V translates into the holomorphic property of the cylinder C γ 0 = {s(dγ 0 /dt)(t) : s, t ∈ [0, 1]} that γ 0 generates in T * V , we get a holomorphic cylinder with boundary in L 0 ∪ L 1 , which is unique at least in the class of vertical ones (i.e., those generated by curves in the base V ) since that geodesic is unique. It can actually be checked (see §4) that it is unique amongst all cylinders in the free homotopy class α ∈ [(C, ∂C), (T * V ,L 0 ∪ L 1 )] of C γ 0 . The first theorem of this paper states that any compactly supported Hamiltonian on T * V that separates the Lagrangian submanifolds L 0 and L 1 must have a periodic orbit in the homotopy class of γ 0 . Note that all the previous conditions about the triple (T * V ,L,α) are met in the cotangent of the Klein bottle (obtained by taking W = S 1 and ι as the reflection).
Of course, any such cotangent arises whenever we are given a Lagrangian embedding of the manifold V in an arbitrary symplectic manifold. By Weinstein's Lagrangian neighbourhood theorem, a neighbourhood of the embedded V is symplectomorphic to a neighbourhood of the zero section in T * V . Thus, our first theorem describes a local property of a Hamiltonian defined near a Lagrangian submanifold whose topological type is similar to the manifolds V described above. Studying the ways by which solutions can escape from that Weinstein neighbourhood and using the control on the estimates obtained by taking L 1 sufficiently close to L 0 , we can prove a global version of the theorem. As we will see, this leads to a new condition on the existence of a Lagrangian embedding of V into C n and to a notion of symplectic (self-) linking. The paper is essentially self-contained. This might be useful since we must work in a Fredholm setting where the conformal parameter of the cylinder plays a crucial role in some parts of the proof. Because our cotangent bundles are quotients of C n by isometries, all our proofs ultimately rely on classical results of complex analysis such as those related to convexity or to elementary facts from the Bers-Vekua theory. discussions between the second author and Leonid Polterovich. Both authors are grateful to him. We also thank Misha Bialy for useful suggestions and the referee for a careful reading of the paper, which helped clarify some aspects.
§2. Statement of the main results
Theorem 2.1 (Cf. ; see Remark 4 below). Let W be a closed flat manifold and ι an isometric involution whose fixed points are all isolated. Let V be Examples. The simplest example is W = {pt} and V = S 1 so that T * V is the cylinder. Then the theorem simply states that any Hamiltonian that separates two circles (in the homotopy class of the S 1 -factor) and that is equal to constants C 1 , C 2 at infinity must have a periodic orbit in the class of the S 1 -factor.
As another interesting example, let us mention the n-torus with the involution given by x → −x in the universal covering. It has 2 n fixed points, and therefore one finds 2 n+1 distinct periodic orbits in the cotangent T * (T n × [0, 1]/ι) for any Hamiltonian satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem. One can easily classify the involutive isometries up to conjugations in the case of tori. The simplest of these examples (W = S 1 ) leads to the Klein bottle V = K 2 .
Other examples include the two types, up to conjugation, of involutive isometries
Remark. When the Hamiltonian is autonomous, it would be interesting to know whether the theorem could be deduced from a purely topological argument based on a Poincaré return map and a tangential version of the Lefschetz trace formula for fixed points of diffeomorphisms. Such an argument, which indeed works in the case of the geodesic flow, would have to be quite delicate. However, such an argument seems questionable when the Hamiltonian is not autonomous. Even for autonomous Hamiltonians, such an approach would likely fail in the next theorem. 
Remarks.
(1) Note that we need no condition on the manifolds M or M (except the compactness of M ).
(2) The number ε only depends on the size of the Weinstein neighbourhood. Choosing it small enough ensures that no other holomorphic cylinder exists in the prescribed homotopy class. As we show in the proof, it also prevents bubbling off at an interior or boundary point of the solutions.
(3) The interesting cases here are M compact and M = C n . In the first case, the only condition imposed on H is the separation property. In the second case, the theorem leads to a new obstruction on a Lagrangian embedding in C n of any manifold of the type V described in Theorem 2.1. This is what we discuss in the next section.
(4) The statement of Theorem 2.1 is closely related to the main theorem in Hofer and Viterbo's paper [HV1] . Actually, the autonomous case of Theorem 2.1 can essentially be derived, in many cases, from their main result. However, the method of Hofer and Viterbo is quite different from the one used in this paper. Their method follows a cohomological argument on the space of loops in the cotangent bundle, the idea being to control the gap between a given Hamiltonian H and the standard Hamiltonian representing the geodesic flow. Their argument assumes that some compact level hypersurface of H encloses the zero section of T * V , in addition to known results on the cohomology of the loop space which were developed in the study of closed geodesics. It is, however, unlikely that the nonautonomous case of Theorem 2.1 is a consequence of Hofer and Viterbo's main theorem or that Theorem 2.2 is a consequence of their method because it makes essential use of the linear structure at infinity of the cotangent bundle. (Note that, even in the autonomous case, the level hypersurfaces in Theorem 2.2 might escape outside of any given Weinstein neigbourhood of the Lagrangian submanifold.) §2.1. Lagrangian embeddings in compact manifolds. In this paragraph, we show that the statement of the previous theorem is not empty in the compact case. That is to say, for each manifold V of the type described in Theorem 2.1, we give an example of a compact symplectic manifold M that contains V as a Lagrangian submanifold.
View W as a quotient of R n−1 by a discrete group G W of isometries of R n−1 . Consider the quotient of M = C n by the discrete group of Kähler isometries of C n generated by
Here we write q i for (q 2 , . . . , q n ) and p i for (p 2 , . . . , p n ), and ψ runs through a set of generators of G W . Because any cocompact group of isometries must necessarily contain translations, it is easy to check that the compactness of W implies the compactness of the above quotient. One can then check that the Lagrangian n-plane
Lagrangian submanifolds of Euclidean space. We say that they are symplectically linked if it is not possible to find a Hamiltonian diffeotopy of the ambient space that fixes L 0 and sends L 1 as far as we wish from L 0 , that is to say, on either side of any real hyperplane of C n .
Let L be a Lagrangian submanifold of C n . It is not symplectically self-linked if some disjoint C 1 -close Lagrangian copy L of L can be sent, by a Hamiltonian isotopy that avoids L, to a position as far as one wishes from its initial position (i.e., on either side of any hyperplane). More precisely, we require the existence of a small Lagrange isotopy Note that the standard tori T n ⊂ C n are not symplectically self-linked when n > 1. Indeed, the Lagrangian torus where S(c) is the standard circle of capacity c, can be sent to infinity while avoiding L = T n = (S(2π)) n , by translating the second factor to a position disjoint from itself and then by translating all other factors as far as one wishes.
However, an immediate corollary of Theorem 2.2 is: If a Lagrangian embedding of a manifold V , as in Theorem 2.1, exists in C n , then it must be symplectically self-linked. Indeed, L and φ (L ) cannot lie on opposite sides of a hyperplane P ⊂ C n whenever φ is a compactly supported symplectomorphism of C n with supp(φ) ∩ L = ∅. Suppose 1 It was claimed in [A] that K 2 admits a Lagrangian embedding into CP 2 . It was actually proved that, given a pair L, L ∼ = RP 2 of Lagrangian projective planes in CP 2 which intersect transversally in a single point, one can surgically replace a neighbourhood of the intersection point by an embedded Lagrangian annulus and thus obtain a Lagrangian surface homeomorphic to RP 2 # RP 2 = K 2 . However, the existence of such a pair L, L is not obvious. One can in fact show that for L, L , which are images of Lagrangian 3-planes in C 3 under the standard quotient map ρ : C 3 \ {0} → CP 2 , the above condition never holds. If L is transverse to L , then L meets L in exacly three points. Since every known example of a Lagrangian RP 2 in CP 2 is obtained in this way, the existence of a Lagrangian Klein bottle in CP 2 is still an open question. a separating hyperplane P exists for some such φ.
The Hamiltonian system associated to f clearly has no periodic orbits (not even degenerate ones), and hence neither does the system associated to H = φ * f = f • φ. But since H satisfies the hypotheses of the above theorem, this is a contradiction.
It would be interesting to generalise the results of this paper to other manifolds V (hyperbolic ones, for instance). The only delicate points to check are (1) the relation between geodesics in V and holomorphic cylinders with Lagrangian boundary conditions in T * V , and (2) the regularity of the (non-null-cobordant) space of such cylinders. §2.2. Uniqueness of geodesics. Let p be a fixed point of an isometric involution ι of a flat closed manifold W whose fixed points are all isolated, and consider the
In this section, we prove the claim announced above that γ 0 is the unique geodesic in its free homotopy class. A closed geodesic γ in the same homotopy class projects in W to a ι-equivariant closed geodesic, that is to say, a map α : R → W that is a geodesic in the flat manifold W and is such that ι(α(t + 1)) = α(t). Since ι is an involution, this is the same as a geodesic α : [0, 1] → W that joins x to y = ι(x) and is such that the differential of ι sends (dα/dt)(0) to (dα/dt)(1). A homotopy from γ 0 to γ would then project to a homotopy made of paths α t : [0, 1] → W with ι(α t (0)) = α t (1) for all t. Note that, because ι is an involution, the union of each α t with its image by ι is a closed loop α t of W . There are two cases: either (1) α 1 = α is nonconstant or (2) it is constant and therefore equal to a fixed point p of ι. In the first case, we get a homotopy between the loops α 0 and α 1 , which would imply that α 1 is contractible. But this is a closed nonconstant geodesic of a flat manifold, a contradiction. In the second case, one can easily check that such a homotopy would imply the existence of a geodesic β in W joining the two fixed points p, p such that ι • β would be homotopic to β with fixed endpoints. If β = ι • β, we reach a contradiction since we get two homotopic geodesics with same endpoints, which is impossible in a flat manifold. If β = ι • β, then the two geodesics agree pointwise. Thus, the entire image of β would consist of fixed points, a contradiction with the fact that they are isolated. Thus, γ 0 is the only geodesic in its homotopy class, as claimed. §3. Beginning of the proof of Theorem 2.1. Let n − 1 be the dimension of W , so that V has real dimension n. Identify W with the quotient of R n−1 by the action of a discrete cocompact group G W of isometries of R n−1 . Then ι lifts to a G Wequivariant isometric involutionι, which is a reflection about some affine subspace of R n−1 . Since its projection on W has only isolated fixed points, it must be a reflection through some point of R n−1 that we may choose to be the origin. We therefore identifỹ ι with − id. Then view V as the quotient of R n = R ⊕R n−1 by the discrete cocompact group G whose generators are the isometries T ×ι = T × −id and id ×ψ, where ψ runs through a set of generators of G W and T is the translation by 1. Denoting by q i the local coordinates of V coming from its universal covering, the standard symplectic form ω on T * V is then given locally by ω = i dp i ∧dq i , where as usual p i (dq j ) = δ ij . Notice that dq 1 is the coordinate expression of a globally defined closed 1-form on V . Viewed as a mapping from V to T * V , this 1-form embeds V as a Lagrangian submanifold L 1 of T * V . Similarly, the (image of the) zero section 
where s, t are the usual coordinates on C. This almost complex structure, which we also denote σ , is simply the pullback via the horizontal rescaling C → C σ , (s, t) → (σ s, t), of the almost complex structure on C σ . We endow each cylinder C σ with its standard conformal metric ds 2 + dt 2 . (Note that when C σ is identified with (C, σ ), this is not the usual flat metric on C, unless σ = 1.) We begin by quickly reviewing the Kähler structure of the cotangent bundle T * V . Let ρ : R n → V be the Riemannian covering map. Consider the composition
where the isomorphisms are induced by the flat metrics on R n and V . Note that
Then π is a symplectic covering map whose automorphism group is
where as above we wrote q i for (q 2 , . . . , q n ) and p i for (p 2 , . . . , p n ). Better still, if we identify T * R n with C n by setting
is a group of Kähler isometries. Here, ψ C ∈ U(n − 1, C) is the complexification of ψ ∈ O(n− 1, R), defined as the unique complex linear map of C n−1 = {(z 2 , . . . , z n )} whose restriction to the p 2 , . . . , p n -plane is equal to ψ. It follows that T * V inherits a Kähler structure from C n and that π is holomorphic. Moreover, the resulting Kähler form on T * V equals the symplectic form ω = i dp i ∧ dq i . We henceforth let i and ·, · denote the almost complex structure and Riemannian metric on T * V induced by the standard structures on C n via the covering map π : C n → T * V . Thus, ·, · = ω(·, i·) and the symplectic gradient X H of any smooth function H :
In what follows, we deal exclusively with maps u : L) . There are two reasons for this. First, we require a uniform bound on the symplectic area; since L is Lagrangian, every cylinder in this class has symplectic area equal to u * 0 ω = 1. The second reason is the following proposition.
Choose a homotopy from u 0 to u, and use the homotopy lifting property of covering maps to lift it to a homotopy from v 0 to a map v :
It is more convenient to view v as a map 
and in particular, Re w(z+i) = Re w(z). The maximum and minimum principles now imply that Re w = 0, so w must be an imaginary constant ia. Then 1 − 1/σ = 0, so
A geometric observation explains why one might expect u 0 to be unique in its homotopy class (cf. [Le] , [Sz] ). Identify T V with T * V in the usual way (so T V is a complex manifold). Introduce a complex structure on the tangent bundle T R of R by identifying (t, s(d/dt)) ∈ T t R with s + it ∈ C. Then it is easy to check that for any geodesic γ : R → V , the differential dγ : T R → T V is a holomorphic map. In particular, every closed geodesic in V gives rise to a holomorphic (infinite) cylinder in T * V = T V . Notice that the cylinder u 0 arises in precisely this way. It is the differential of the closed geodesic γ 0 (t) = u 0 (0, t) in L 0 . Now if two closed geodesics in V are homotopic, so are the resulting holomorphic cylinders. Since γ 0 is in fact unique (among geodesics) in its homotopy class, one might well suspect the same to be true of the cylinder u 0 , as Proposition 4.1 confirms. §5. The inhomogeneous Cauchy-Riemann equation. Central to the proof of Theorem 2.1 is a family of elliptic first-order equations of the form ∂u = g. After quickly reviewing the interpretation of such an equation when u is a map between manifolds, we introduce the relevant family of equations for maps of the cylinder into T * V and derive some basic estimates.
Let u be a smooth map from a Riemann surface (S, j ) to an almost complex manifold (M, J ). Recall that u is (j, J )-holomorphic if and only if ∂u = 0, where 
be the projection on the second factor. Since a complex antilinear map on a real 2-dimensional space is completely determined by its value on a single nonzero vector, the assignment A → A(∂/∂s) defines a bundle isomorphism E → pr * 2 T M. Using this correspondence, the inhomogeneous Cauchy-Riemann equation can be written
where g is now a section of pr
, we now let H : M × R/Z → R be a smooth Hamiltonian satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. Since the gradient ∇H with respect to M can be pulled back to a section of pr * 2 T M, we obtain, as a special case of (1), the family of equations ∂u ∂s
where λ ∈ R and where we write H (u), ∇H (u) for H (u, t) , ∇H (u, t) to simplify our notation. Our aim is to study
Let Ꮿ denote the set of all such triples (u, λ, σ ) . We begin with a straightforward estimate.
In particular, λ < 1/h and σ ≥ 1. Moreover, each loop u(s, ·) :
Proof. Using equation (2) and recalling that ·, · = ω(·, i·), we compute ∂u ∂s
Thus, 
The result then follows by integrating over t. For the last assertion, note that since u is
Thus, length(u(s, ·)) ≥ length(γ 0 ) = 1, because γ 0 has minimal length in its homotopy class.
Proposition 5.1 yields local a priori bounds on the energy of solutions (u, λ, σ ) 
This is an immediate consequence of the estimate
We now show that every cylinder in Ꮿ is contained in a fixed compact subset of T * V and has uniformly bounded derivatives of all orders. Derivative bounds are more or less standard. We use a well-known "bubbling-off" argument for the first-order bounds and standard elliptic bootstrapping techniques for the higher-order estimates. However, to establish C 0 boundedness, we exploit the special features of the situation, that is, the pseudo-convexity of some neighbourhood of the holomorphic cylinder. (However, one could also use versions of the monotonicity principle or of the maximum principle, as in the proof of Theorem 2.2 below.) Proposition 6.1. There exist constants c k > 0 such that
Proof. The existence of a uniform C 0 bound follows from the observation that each regular level set τ −1 (a) of the function τ = i p 2 i on T * V is weakly pseudoconvex, and hence no holomorphic curve in T * V can touch τ −1 (a). More explicitly, choose a ≥ 1 so that W = {w ∈ T * V : τ (w) ≤ a} contains the support of ∇H ; then every solution has an image in W . Suppose instead that u(C σ ) ⊂ W for some (u, λ, σ ) ∈ Ꮿ. Then the function τ •u assumes its maximum value at an interior point z 0 of C σ and is subharmonic in a neighbourhood of z 0 , since u is holomorphic near z 0 . This contradicts the maximum principle.
To obtain a first-order bound, we argue by contradiction: Assume there exists a sequence of solutions
For convenience, we view u k as maps from [0, σ k ] × R ⊂ C to T * V which are 1-periodic in t, and we use the obvious circle action on Ꮿ to assume that the function |du k | attains its maximum on the real axis. Thus,
We show that, according as the sequence M k δ k is or is not bounded, one of the groups π 2 (T * V ,L 0 ) or π 2 (T * V ) must contain a nonzero element. Since both of these groups are in fact trivial, this is a contradiction.
Suppose the sequence M k δ k is unbounded. By passing to a subsequence, we can assume M k ε k → ∞ for a suitably chosen sequence ε k → 0 such that 0 < ε k < δ k . Let D k ⊂ C be the open disk of radius M k ε k centered at the origin, and define
This rescaled map satisfies
Moreover, since energy is a conformal invariant, the estimate at the end of §3 shows that the sequence v k has bounded energy. It follows from (3) and (4) that v k has a subsequence that converges uniformly with all derivatives on compact sets to a smooth map v : C → T * V . (See [HZ, ; since the v k give rise to a sequence of J k -holomorphic disks in C × T * V with uniformly bounded derivatives, this is also a consequence of the compactness theorem in [MS, Appendix B] .) Clearly, v is holomorphic (since the Hamiltonian term in (3) tends to zero as k → ∞), has finite energy, and satisfies |dv(0)| = 1. The removable singularity theorem for holomorphic curves (see [S] ) now implies that v extends to a (nonconstant) holomorphic map on the sphere S 2 = C ∪ {∞}. But since this holomorphic sphere has positive symplectic area, it represents a nontrivial element of π 2 (T * V ). This contradicts π 2 (T * V ) = 0. Now suppose the sequence M k δ k is bounded. Choose an upper bound M, and let ε k > 0 be a sequence such that
Since δ k → 0 and σ k ≥ 1, we can assume (after passing to a subsequence) that either δ k = z k for all k or δ k = σ k − z k for all k. These two cases are handled similarly, so we only discuss the first one:
As before, the v k are solutions of equation (3) with uniformly bounded energy and
Since the sequence z k is bounded (in fact, 0 ≤ z k ≤ M), we can assume that it converges to a point z ∞ in the closed half-plane C + = {z ∈ C : Re z ≥ 0}. The compactness theorem in [MS, Appendix B] now shows that a subsequence of v k converges uniformly with all derivatives on compact sets to a holomorphic map v :
with |dv(z ∞ )| = 1 and having finite energy. By removal of singularities-this time for holomorphic curves with Lagrangian boundaries (see [O] , [S] )-we conclude that v extends to a holomorphic map on the disk C + ∪ {∞} ⊂ S 2 . This holomorphic disk then represents a nontrivial element of the relative group π 2 (T * V ,L 0 ), which is again a contradiction.
The above mentioned compactness theorem for sequences of J -holomorphic curves with uniformly bounded derivatives is proved by applying standard estimates for the Cauchy-Riemann operator to a suitable local formulation of the problem. Similar arguments yield uniform bounds on the higher order derivatives of solutions (u, λ, σ ) ∈ Ꮿ. We omit the details and refer the interested reader to [HZ] and [S] . §7. Fredholm setting. The next step in the proof of Theorem 2.1 is to show that there exist solutions in Ꮿ with σ arbitrarily large. This means that σ , when viewed as a complex structure on the unit cylinder C = [0, 1]×R/Z, tends to infinity in the moduli space of all such structures. Until further notice, all maps into T * V are explicitly defined on the unit cylinder C with its usual flat metric and variable complex structure σ . Translating the results of the previous sections to this new setting, we find that the set Ꮿ of rescaled solutions consists of all (u, λ, σ ) with u : (C, ∂C) → (T * V ,L) homotopic to u 0 and satisfying
where
is the Cauchy-Riemann operator relative to the structures σ on C and i on T * V .
(Recall that we write H (u), ∇H (u) for H (u, t), ∇H (u, t).) This is a special case of the inhomogeneous Cauchy-Riemann equation
where g is a section of pr * 2 T M → C × M, M = T * V , and 1 C × u : C → C × M is the graph map of u (cf. equation (1)). Passing from Ꮿ to Ꮿ changes the content of Propositions 5.1 and 6.1 somewhat. For Proposition 5.1, replace C σ by (1/σ ) C and note that λ < 1/h and σ ≥ 1 continue to hold for (u, λ, σ ) ∈ Ꮿ . On the other hand, because the metric on C is kept fixed, Proposition 6.1 only ensures the existence of derivative bounds for subsets of Ꮿ with σ bounded. Our main goal in this section is to show that Ꮿ is noncompact in a natural topology. (More specifically, we exhibit a closed noncompact subset of Ꮿ .) The existence of a sequence of solutions with σ → ∞ then follows readily from this rescaled version of Proposition 6.1.
We begin by introducing a global setting for the inhomogeneous equation (6). These ideas essentially date back to Gromov [G1] and were formalized, in the case of disks with Lagrangian boundaries, in [ALP] . Our approach is inspired from [ALP] (but we use parts of [MS, Chapter 3] to correct a number of errors). We give the details since the presence of the conformal parameter of the cylinder complicates the situation.
First, let Q be the closed hypersurface in L 0 covered by the q 2 , . . . , q n -hyperplane in R n = V . Fix α ∈ (0, 1), and let ᐄ 1,α denote the Hölder space of C 1,α maps u :
(Here "0" denotes the image in C of the origin in the universal cover [0, 1]×R. The condition u(0) ∈ Q is required to fix the parametrisation of the cylinders.) This is a C ∞ separable Banach manifold whose tangent space T u ᐄ 1,α at u is the real Banach space of C 1,α vector fields ξ(z) ∈ T u(z) M along u which are tangent to L along ∂C and tangent to Q at 0 ∈ C. Local charts on ᐄ 1,α are given by the exponential map of the metric ·, · on M, relative to which both L and Q are totally geodesic. Next, we choose an appropriate Banach space of sections of pr * 2 T M → C × M. Endow C × M with the product metric and pr * 2 T M with the pulled-back metric and Levi-Civita connection. For any integer k > 1, let Ᏻ k denote the completion with respect to the C k norm of the space of C ∞ compactly supported sections of pr * 2 T M. Thus, Ᏻ k is the separable real Banach space of C k sections of pr * 2 T M whose covariant derivatives through order k vanish at infinity. (It is even a complex Banach space, but we do not need this.) Finally, define
and let P : ᏹ k → Ᏻ k be the projection on the second factor. Note that for each (u, g, σ ) ∈ ᏹ k , u is of class C k by elliptic regularity (see [MS, Appendix B] or [S] ). In particular, every solution of equation (5) in ᏹ k is smooth.
is the Hölder space C α (u * T M) of C α vector fields along u. In order for ᏹ k to be a manifold, we must show that this section is transverse to the zero section. This means that for each (u, g, σ ) ∈ ᏹ k , the linearisation
is surjective and has split kernel. (By definition, ᏸ is the composition of the differential d (u, g, σ ) with the projection T (u,0) Ᏹ α → C α (u * T M) onto the fiber.) A calculation similar to the one in [M1, Proposition 4.1] shows that, for any fixed (u, g, σ ) ∈ ᏹ k , ᏸ is given by
Here ∇ denotes covariant differentiation with respect to the induced connections on u * T M and pr * 2 T M. To interpret ∇ ξ g as a section of u * T M, view ξ as a vector field tangent to C × V along graph(u):
is an elliptic first-order partial differential operator whose first-order terms have C ∞ coefficients and whose lower-order term has C k−1 coefficients. Hence, D u is Fredholm, as is the operator
Moreover, the section is itself of class C k−1 , being the sum of a C ∞ section and a C k−1 section. Since the image of ᏸ contains the image of the Fredholm operator D u , it has finite codimension in C α (u * T M) and so must be closed. (This is a consequence of the open mapping theorem: A finite-codimensional subspace of a Banach space is closed if it is the image of some Banach space by a continuous linear map.) To see that ᏸ is surjective, it therefore suffices to prove that this image is dense. In fact, it is even true that the restriction of ᏸ to Ᏻ k has dense image. For since u is of class C k , ᏸ | Ᏻ k is the composition of the surjective map
, and since the latter has dense image, so does ᏸ | Ᏻ k . To finish proving that ᏹ k is a manifold, it remains to check that ᏸ has split kernel or, equivalently, that ᏸ has a right inverse with closed image. Since D u,σ is Fredholm, we can write
Choose a right inverse for the above map R :
, and let T 2 : E 2 → Ᏻ k be its restriction to E 2 . Then, clearly,
is the desired right inverse for ᏸ. Turning now to the projection P : ᏹ k → Ᏻ k , note that the tangent space T (u,g,σ ) ᏹ k consists of all triples (ξ, h, τ ) 
and the differential dP (u, g, σ ) : T (u,g,σ ) 
Hence, the kernel of dP (u, g, σ ) is isomorphic to the kernel of D u,σ , and so it must be finite-dimensional. On the other hand, its image is the closed subspace of
, and hence dP (u, g, σ ) is a Fredholm operator (with the same index as D u,σ ).
As we will see in the next section, zero is a regular value of P . Since P −1 (0) = {(u 0 , 0, 1)} by Proposition 4.1 and the definition of ᐄ 1,α , it follows that the index of P must be zero, at least on the component of (u 0 , 0, 1) in ᏹ k . It can in fact be shown that index(P ) vanishes on all of ᏹ k . See §10, where the index calculation is given.
Restricting P to this component of ᏹ k but keeping the same notation, let us now consider the preimage P −1 ( ) of the closed line segment joining 0 to (1/h)∇H in Ᏻ k . We use a perturbation argument based on the Sard-Smale theorem [Sm] to show that this subfamily of Ꮿ is noncompact in ᏹ k .
Assume, if possible, that P −1 ( ) is compact. Since P is Fredholm, it is locally proper; that is, each point of ᏹ k has an open neighbourhood ᐁ such that P | ᐁ is proper. (If X, Y are metrisable spaces, we say that a map f : X → Y is proper if every sequence x n in X for which f (x n ) converges has a convergent subsequence. It then follows that compact subsets of Y have compact preimages, but not conversely.) Using the local properness of P , it is not difficult to find open neighbourhoods ᐁ of P −1 ( ) and ᐂ of such that P −1 (K)∩ᐁ is compact whenever K ⊂ ᐂ is compact. For example, choose ᐁ ⊃ P −1 ( ) so that P | ᐁ is proper and then reason by contradiction to find ᐂ. Now observe that both endpoints of are regular values of P , since P −1 ((1/h)∇H ) = ∅ by Proposition 5.1. It follows from the Sard-Smale theorem that can be perturbed in ᐂ, while keeping its endpoints fixed, to be transverse to P (this requires P to be of class C 2 at least, so take k ≥ 3). The preimage P −1 ( ) of the resulting transverse curve is then a 1-dimensional submanifold of ᏹ k with boundary ∂P −1 ( ) = {(u 0 , 0, 1)}. The same is of course true of P −1 ( ) ∩ ᐁ. But since the latter is compact, it defines a cobordism between the singleton P −1 (0) and P −1 ((1/h)∇H ) = ∅, and this is a contradiction.
The existence of a sequence in Ꮿ (or in Ꮿ ) with σ → ∞ now follows readily from Proposition 6.1. Suppose instead that σ ≤ M for all (u, λ, σ ) ∈ Ꮿ . Then Proposition 6.1 holds for P −1 ( ) ⊂ Ꮿ , and each (u, λ, σ ) ∈ P −1 ( ) satisfies 0 ≤ λ < 1/h and 1 ≤ σ ≤ M. Hence, P −1 ( ) is precompact in ᐄ 1,α ×Ᏻ k ×(0, ∞) by Ascoli's theorem. Since it is also closed there, it must be compact, which is a contradiction.
Notice that in the above proof, showing that P −1 ( ) is noncompact requires both that P −1 (0) be noncobordant to zero and that index(P ) be nonnegative. This was the reason for only allowing maps with u(0) ∈ Q. Since Q has codimension 1 in V , introducing this restriction causes the index to decrease by exactly 1, that is, we pass from an operator of index 1 (the dimension of the relevant space of parametrised holomorphic cylinders) to an operator of index zero. Also notice that the Sard-Smale theorem requires that P be defined on a separable Banach manifold. This explains our choice of Ᏻ k . The usual space of C k -bounded sections of pr * 2 T M is not separable, because M is not compact. §8. Regularity. The following proposition closes the gap in the discussion of the previous section. We show that the regularity of P at (u 0 , 0, 1) is equivalent to the solvability of a pair of Riemann-Hilbert problems, each defined on a closed annulus in C. We then solve these problems using elementary results from the Bers-Vekua theory of generalised analytic functions.
Proof. It suffices to show that dP(u 0 , 0, 1) is surjective. By the proof of Proposition 5.1, this amounts to showing that the operator
is surjective. We begin by lifting D u 0 ,1 to the universal covers of C and M. Recall that the inclusion v 0 :
Hence, to every (continuous) vector field ξ : C → T M along u 0 , one can associate exactly one vector field η : [0, 1] × R → T C n along v 0 such that the following diagram commutes:
, and conversely, any such section η of v * 0 T C n gives rise to a unique section ξ of u * 0 T M. Moreover, if ξ belongs to T u 0 ᐄ 1,α , the corresponding η satisfies two additional conditions: 
To translate expression (8) for D u 0 ,1 to this setting, we simply replace ∇ ∂/∂s , ∇ ∂/∂t by ∂/∂s, ∂/∂t (viewed as operators on maps [0, 1] × R → C n ) and ∂u 0 /∂s by ∂v 0 /∂s = (0, 1). The resulting operator then assigns
is (twice) the usual Cauchy-Riemann operator for maps [0, 1] × R → C. In order for D u 0 ,1 to be surjective, we must therefore show that the following two problems always admit solutions.
(
An obvious reformulation of these problems will allow us to work with maps defined on a closed annulus in C. For the i-periodic functions in problem (1), we can substitute maps A 1 → C, where
where f 1 ∈ C α (A 1 , C), and similarly for v 1 . For problem (2), the periodicity condition is "twisted," but each function is nevertheless 2i-periodic. Each therefore gives rise to a map f :
As is easily checked, these substitutions result in the following equivalent problems.
The existence (and uniqueness) of solutions to problems (1 ) and (2 ) is an immediate consequence of the following lemma.
Lemma 8.2. Let A ⊂ C be the closed annulus 1 ≤ |z| ≤ a, and suppose f ∈ C α (A, C), where 0 < α < 1. Then there exists u ∈ C 1,α (A, C) such that
if and only if
In this case, any two solutions differ by an additive imaginary constant. In particular, there is exactly one solution u with u(1) = 0. , then (10) holds and there exists a unique solution u such that u(−z) = −u(z).
Proof. We need the following generalisation to Banach spaces of the well-known fact that image(T ) = ker(T * ) ⊥ whenever T is a Fredholm operator on a Hilbert space. Let X, Y be Banach spaces and suppose T ,T * : X → Y are Fredholm operators with index(T * ) = −index(T ). Assume T and T * are adjoint with respect to a pair of continuous nondegenerate bilinear forms ·, · : Y × X → R and ·, · : X × Y → R; that is, T x 1 , x 2 = x 1 , T * x 2 for all x 1 , x 2 ∈ X. (Here, we mean nondegenerate in the weak sense; the induced maps X → Y * , Y → X * are injective.) Then y ∈ image(T ) if and only if y, x = 0 for all x ∈ ker(T * ). (See [W, Chapter 1] , or the references therein.)
Set R) , and consider the operators T ,T * : X → Y defined by
where χ : ∂A → S 1 ⊂ C is the unit tangent vector associated to the standard orientation of ∂A. In [V, Chapter IV] Vekua shows that T and T * are Fredholm operators of index 0 and that ker(T ) and ker(T * ) both have (real) dimension 1. Moreover, using Stokes's theorem, it is easy to check that T and T * are adjoint with respect to the following continuous nondegenerate bilinear forms on Y × X and X × Y :
where, in the rightmost terms, s denotes arclength along ∂A (see [W, Chapter 1] for a similar calculation). Now, since χ(z) = ±iz/|z|, ker(T * ) is generated by the function 1/z ∈ X. Thus, given f ∈ C α (A, C), (f, 0) ∈ image(T ) if and only if (f, 0), 1/z = 0, which proves the first assertion. The second assertion is clear because ker(T ) is generated by the constant function i. To prove the third, assume f (−z) = f (z). Then (10) clearly holds, so (9) admits a solution u 1 ∈ X and every other solution has the form u(z) = u 1 (z) + ic, where c ∈ R. To choose c so that u(−z) = −u(z), consider the function
that is, v ∈ ker(T ). Thus v = ia for some a ∈ R, so 
By Proposition 6.1 and Ascoli's theorem, we can assume
. The above inequality then shows that −iẋ − λ∇H (x,t) = 0, that is,ẋ = X λH t (x). Now, each x k is freely homotopic to the geodesic γ 0 and has length at least 1, so x also has these properties. In particular, x is nonconstant, and so λ > 0. In the autonomous case, the reparametrised loop t → x(t/λ) is then the desired T -periodic orbit of H , where T ≤ λ ≤ 1/h. This completes the proof of the theorem. §10. Calculation of the index formula. In this section, we use the doubling construction to compute the Fredholm index of our problem and show that it vanishes. For the sake of completeness, we give the details of the proof (but see also [HLS] , where a similar argument is given). As before, let C = [0, 1] × R/Z be the standard cylinder that we may endow with any of its conformal structures σ ∈ (0, ∞). Let (M, J ) be an almost complex manifold of dimension 2n endowed with an oriented totally real distribution Ᏺ of maximal dimension n (for instance, the fibers of the cotangent bundle in case M = T * V ). Let L be an oriented Lagrangian submanifolds of M. The Maslov index of loops on L can then be computed with respect to Ᏺ. Consider the maps u : (C, ∂C) → (M, L) in an appropriate Sobolev or Hölder space which send the boundary of the cylinder to L. Give the boundary = 1 ∪ 2 of u the orientation induced from u. Consider the index of the Fredholm projection P L , defined as in §6, except that we impose no condition that would fix the parametrisation. Proof. Recall that, in order to compute the Fredholm index, we may perturb the various structures of the problem inasmuch as the perturbation gives rise to a continuous perturbation of the corresponding Fredholm setting since in this case the index varies continuously and must therefore remain constant.
We may assume that there is at least one (σ, J )-holomorphic cylinder u 0 : (C, ∂C) → (M, L) for some conformal structure σ 0 of the cylinder and some (possibly nongeneric) almost complex structure J 0 on M. We must compute the index of the Fredholm map P locally given, near u 0 , as
where u is assumed to belong to an appropriate Sobolev class H k , say, and ᐅ consists of H k−1 -sections of the bundle u * 0 T M → C. This is because one may first identify antiholomorphic maps with vector fields (because the tangent space of the cylinder is parallelizable) and then transport these vector fields to u * 0 T M → C using a natural connection. We wish to compare the index of this problem with the index of the linearised operator P with fixed conformal structure. The latter is defined in the following way. Let E → C be the pullback by u of the tangent bundle T M. It is a holomorphic bundle of complex rank n. The Lagrangian submanifold L induces on the pullback bundle E two totally real subbundles F i → i , i = 1, 2, of real dimension n over the boundary components i of C. We consider the linear Fredholm operator P =∂ defined on sections of E with boundary in F = F 1 ∪F 2 . Because the index of such a problem does not depend on the choice of the conformal structure, the index of the restriction T L) ) is the obvious space of sections, is constant (i.e., it does not depend on τ ). It is then an easy exercise of linear algebra to check that the index of dP (σ 0 ,u 0 ) is equal to 1+index(dP (σ 0 ,u 0 ) | Ᏼ τ ). Therefore, it is equal to 1+index(P ).
We must now compute the index of P . We assume that the index is nonnegative and that the generic bundle has a moduli space ᏹ 1 of holomorphic sections with boundary in F whose dimension coincides with the index. Note that this is enough for the purposes of this paper. The proof in the general case, which makes use of both the operator and its adjoint, is similar, and we leave it to the reader.
Note that F is integrable, and denote by the same letter F the corresponding totally real submanifold, whose components are diffeomorphic to R/Z × R n . Proof. We may assume that the J -structure is locally split near the boundary of u, that is, it coincides, in some small neighbourhood of the boundary with the structure induced by considering E as a trivial holomorphic bundle. We may also assume that, over each end i , the subbundle F i varies in a real-analytic way along i so that the conjugation β F i : E x → E x , x ∈ i , with respect to F i , is a real-analytic map from i = (R/Z) to the space Ꮽ of linear anticomplex automorphisms of C n that we equip with a complex structure coming from the embedding of Ꮽ in the n × n matrices End C (C n ) induced by composing with the standard complex conjugation. Extend to an antiholomorphic map : (−ε, ε) × R/Z → Ꮽ. Define the fibered map and where (x, y, v) is the conjugation (x, y) (v) . One easily checks that this map is antiholomorphic.
Note that any holomorphic section σ of E, with boundary in F , can be extended over (−ε, ε) × R/Z to a θ -equivariant holomorphic section. The set σ ∪ θ(σ ) gives a J -invariant surface over the extended end which is necessarily smooth over i (and therefore everywhere). This is because the distribution F i is integrable over i . Hence, the differential dθ (σ (x)), x ∈ i , fixes the line dσ (T x i ) and therefore it fixes the 2-plane generated by dσ (T x i ), J dσ (T x i ), which is equal to the plane dσ (T x C). Now take two copies of the pair (E, F ), and endow the second with the opposite complex structure. Extend their ends as above, and glue the corresponding ends together using the antiholomorphic map θ to get a holomorphic bundle E → , where is a surface of genus 1. By the lemma, each holomorphic section with boundary in F gives rise to a holomorphic section of E . It is easy to see that the latter is Fredholm regular if the first one is. The correspondence Ꮿ embeds the first moduli space ᏹ 1 , of holomorphic sections of E with Lagrangian boundary, as the real part of the second space ᏹ 2 , consisting of all holomorphic sections of E . To see this, note that image(Ꮿ) consists of those elements of ᏹ 2 which are fixed under the involution I : ᏹ 2 → ᏹ 2 , defined by permuting the restrictions of a holomorphic section to the two copies of E used to construct E . Because the second copy is endowed with the opposite complex structure, I (J σ ) = −J I (σ ) for any element σ ∈ ᏹ 2 . Thus I is an antiholomorphic involution of the space of sections, whose fixed point set is therefore a real part of ᏹ 2 . Thus the real dimension of ᏹ 1 is equal to the complex dimension of ᏹ 2 . This gives the correspondence for the analytic side of the index formula.
As for the topological side, the sum m(F ) of the oriented Maslov indices of F = {F 1 , F 2 } is equal to the Chern index of E . To see this, note that E is defined by the clutching functions β F 1 over 1 and β F 2 over 2 . But 1 + 2 is homological to a small null-homotopic loop γ ⊂ C ⊂ . Thus, topologically, E is defined by the clutching function : γ → Gl(n, C) equal to the sum A • β F 1 + A • β F 2 , where A is the standard complex conjugation and where the sum is the composition of loops, not the sum of matrices. Thus, its Chern number c 1 (E ) is equal to the rotation number in C − {0} of the determinant of β F 1 + β F 2 , which is equal to the sum of the Maslov indices.
Hence the index of our original problem is index = 1 + dim R ᏹ 1 = 1 + dim C ᏹ 2 = 1 + index 2 = 1 + c 1 (E ) = 1 + m(F ). §11. Proof of Theorem 2.2. We first prove the theorem in the case M = C n . Let J be a ω 0 -compatible almost complex structure on C n such that J | U is the structure inherited from T * V = T * L and J is the standard structure outside some compact neighbourhood of U .
Let p be a fixed point of ι, and let γ 0 be the corresponding geodesic. Let L ε ⊂ U be the translate of L in the p 1 coordinate by a quantity ε. Then Proof. Let S be the hypersurface of U defined by i p 2 i = a, and let Z = ∪ x∈S B x (δ) be the union of balls of capacity δ sufficiently small so that each ball is included in U and disjoint from some neighbourhood U of L 0 . Because any complete J -holomorphic surface passing through a point x ∈ S must have an area bounded below by δ (monotonicity lemma; see [S] ), taking ε < δ ensures that any holomorphic cylinder with boundary in L = L 0 ∪ L ε must remain in U . The conclusion then follows by Proposition 4.1.
The next proposition is a straightforward adaptation of Proposition 5.1.
Proposition 11.2. Let H : C n → R be as in the statement of Theorem 2.2, and denote by Ꮿ the set of triples (u, λ, σ ) With this, the C k estimates, k ≥ 0, can be derived in much the same way as in §5. There are, however, two differences.
The first difference is the C 0 estimate. The Hamiltonian is linear at infinity, and we must show that this is enough to keep our solutions in a bounded domain of C n . Let B ⊂ C n be a closed ball centered at the origin containing U and such that J is standard and H is linear outside B. We claim that every solution must remain in B. If not, then each component of u would be harmonic outside B, so |u| 2 would be subharmonic. But |u| 2 would assume its maximum at an interior point of C σ , a contradiction.
The second difference is the C 1 estimate. Since this time π 2 (C n , L) does not vanish, we must check that no J -holomorphic disc with boundary in L can appear as a limit of solutions u k . Note that such a disc would have to meet the hypersurface S and would then have area A > ε. The idea now is that, for large k, we would then have a cylinder u k : (C σ , ∂C σ ) → (C n , L) with a domain D ⊂ C σ over which the map u k is essentially holomorphic and has area greater than ε. But this is a contradiction since the area over which a cylinder in Ꮿ is holomorphic is always bounded above by ε by our basic estimate: The required inequality then follows.
With these C k estimates, the rest of the proof of the theorem follows as for Theorem 2.1, except that we must get rid of the possibility that λ is zero in the limit. More precisely, let (u k , σ k , λ k ) ∈ Ꮿ be a sequence such that σ k → ∞, λ k → λ ∈ [0,ε/h]. We must show that λ is strictly positive. With this, the rest of the proof proceeds as in §8. So, assume λ = 0. Then by Ascoli and the C k estimates, there is a subsequence, denoted in the same way, which converges uniformly with all derivatives on compact subsets to a J -holomorphic map
Our basic estimate implies that Thus, the same integral over C ∞ , which is the energy of u, is still bounded by ε. Therefore, u extends to a J -holomorphic map over the disc, with boundary in L 0 . But this is a contradiction since that disc cannot escape from U because of the area estimate.
The proof of Theorem 2.2 in the remaining cases is a straightforward adaptation of the above arguments when one keeps in mind the fact that for any compatible J on a compact symplectic manifold, there is a strictly positive lower bound for the areas of nonconstant J -holomorphic spheres or discs with Lagrangian boundary.
